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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose in this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of e(t), the 
solution to 
‘4t) = W + y(t) I’ W - Y> WY), t>o (1.1) 
where G is a continuous probability distribution function with mean 
CL = .f; t dG(t), 5 . is a bounded forcing function, and 
0 < y(t) = 1 - 2p(t + 2/L-l + O(t-1-y < 1 for some 6 > 0. 
Equations of form (1.1) arise in studying the local limit behavior of the critical 
age-dependent branching process with life-length distribution G; see [3] for 
details. We will conclude in Theorem 2 that under appropriate conditions on 5, 
y, and G, t?(t) tends to a finite limit A as t---f co. Moreover if y and [*G are 
positive on some interval and t(t) > 0 for all t 3 0, then A > 0. In Theorem 1 
we first study the case y(t) = 1 - 2p(t + 2p)pl. 
The presence of “2~” in the numerator of the second term of y is of vital 
importance to the asymptotic behavior of 19. (The “2~” in the denominator of 
that term merely assures 0 < y(t) < 1). In fact the following can be shown: 
Let b > 0. If G is an exponential distribution, y(t) = 1 - bp(t + bp)-l, and 
[ satisfies appropriate integrability conditions, then O(t) N ctP, as t-j co. We 
conjecture that this is also true for a class of probability distributions sufficiently 
smooth and with sufficiently many moments. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (1 .l) and some 
elementary integrability properties of the solution. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a continuous probability distribution on [0, 00) of 
mean I”, 5 be a bounded forcing function on [0, CO) with j t 1 directly Riemann 
integrable, and y afunction on [0, 00) with 1 y(t)/ < 1. Then Eq. (1.1) has a solution 
which is bounded and unique among functions bounded on$nite intervals. 
Proof. Define O,(t) = t(t), and for n 3 0, define Bn+l(t) by 
‘L+,(t) =E(t) + y(t) lt &it - Y> dGb)- (2.1) 
We see by induction that, for n 3 0, 
I e,+,(t) - 4dt)l < (I 5 I* G*(n+l)) (9. (2.2) 
With the usual notation U(t) = ~~=, G*i(t), we can apply (2.2) to get 
1 ut)l G 2 I e,(t) - e,-dt)i + e,(t) G (I 5 I* u) (t). 
i=l 
By standard renewal theory, (1 5 I* U) (t) -+ p-l jl 5 II1 as t + co [2], and hence 
3M < co such that I O,(t)1 < M for all n and t. 
Again applying (2.2), we see that, for k > 0, 
I h+,(t) - k(t)t G f (I E I* Eli) (9. 
i=n+l (2.3) 
As the series on the right side of (2.3) converges uniformly on finite intervals, 
O,(t) converges to a function e(t), uniformly on finite intervals. Using the uni- 
formity, we take the limit of (2.1) an conclude that O(t) satisfies (1.1). d 
Uniqueness is proved in the standard way. Suppose that P(t) is another 
solution to (1.1) bounded on finite intervals. Let B and B* denote bounds for 
[ O(t)1 and / d*(t)1 , respectively, on [0, t]. We see that, for any n - 1, 
1 e(t) - e*(t)] < (1 6’ - e* /* G*“) (t) < [B + B*] G*X(t). 
Letting n + co, we see that e(t) = e*(t). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G, 5, and y be as in Proposition 1 with the additional 
assumptions that G has a jinite second moment, that y can be written as y(t) = 
1 - 2p(t + 2p)-l + h(t) with h(t) = o(t-I), and that t / t(t)1 is integrable. Let 0 
denote the unique bounded solution to (1.1). Then / 0 I is integrable on [0, co). 
Proof. From (l.l), we see that 
1 e(t)1 G 1 t(t)1 + (1 - 2& + ~cL)-9 (I 6’ I* G)(t) + I h(t)1 (I 0 l* G)(t). (2.4) 
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multiply (2.4) by (t + 2~) and integrate from 0 to A. By hypothesis on h, 
> 0 such that (t + 2~) 1 h(t)\ < & f or t 3 M. Thus, letting B denote a 
finite upper bound for / e(t)1 for all t, 
s ;’ (t + &I I O(t)1 d  
G ” ( j” t + 211) 1 t(t)1 dt + jA (t + 4~) (1 6’ I* G) (t) dt + 2BM(M + 2~). 
0 
(2.5) 
With a change in the order of integration, 
s o~(t+:P)(lt)I*G)(t)df~j~j' o o (t + Y + 4~) IW dt d%9. 
Also, since G has a finite second moment, 
[l - G(A)1 j’(t t- 34 I 441 dt < [l - G(A)] (iA2 + 2pA) B = o(1) 
0 
as A --f cc. Using the previous two remarks in (2.5), we have 
.;’ ;‘(t + 2~) I WI dt WA + 41) fl 
< od (t + -&CL) I W dt s 
+ j”s” (t + y + &L) / H(t)1 dt dG(y) + 2BM2 $ 4Bk5. 
0 0 
Hence 
[ W-34 - o jAy dG(y)] j” 1 O(t)1 dt < j’(t + 2~) I f(t)1 dt + 2BMz+ 4BMp. 0 0 
Letting A -+ 00, the integrability of j 0 I follows. 
COROLLARY. Let 0, G, 6, and y be as in Proposition 2. Suppose that G has a 
bounded probability density function g, and that t(t) + 0 as t -+ 00. Then 0(t) -+ 0 
ast+m. 
Proof. By Propositions 1 and 2 and hypothesis, g and I 0 / are bounded, 
integrable functions, hence (I 0 1 *g) (t) - 0 as t -+ co. Thus from (1. l), 
I WI G I ml + (I f9 I* g) (t> - 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let 8, G, 4, and y be as in Proposition 2. Suppose 
jy t In t j E(t)1 dt < CO. Then 
s co In t 1O(t)1 dt < 03. 1 (2.6) 
Proof. The proof follows the outline of the proof of Proposition 2. Multiply 
Eq. (2.4) by (In t) (t + 2~) and integrate from 1 to A. Choose M > 1 as in 
Proposition 2 and let Kr = (2BM2 + 4@M) (In M). Let Ka = J-1” (t + 2~) 
In t I t(t)1 dt < 00. We have 
I lA (t + 2~) ln t I WI dt < 1” ln t(t + 4~) (I 0 I* G) (t) dt + Kl + K, . 1 
(2.7) 
Utilizing a change of variables, we may write, 
s Alnt(t+~~)(/eI*g)(t)dt 1 
A A 
d .fS 0 max(o.i-d (ln(t + Y)) [t + Y + 9~1 I ‘3t)l dt WY)- 
With the integrand as in the right side of the above inequality, 
since 1 - y < t < 1 implies 0 < ln(t + y) < In 2 in the first integral, and the 
second integral is bounded since 6’ is bounded and G has finite second moment. 
Furthermore, since G has a finite second moment, 
(1 - G(4) j A(ln t) @ + 34 I 49 dt 
0 
< (In A) (A + 2~) (1 - G(A)) 1” / e(t)1 dt = o(1). 
1 
Summarizing these last few remarks in (2.7), we get 
o(l) + jAjA [On t> (t + 2~) - W + Y) (t + Y + d31 I WI dt WY) < K4 
0 1 
cw 
where K4 = ICI + K, + K3 < CO. Let K(t, y) denote the function in the 
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brackets in the integrand in (2.8). By two uses of the Mean Value Theorem, we 
get, for t > 1, y 3 0 
K(t, y) = 2~ In t - 3~ ln(t + y) - [(t + y) ln(t + y) - t In t] 
b 211. In t - *p ln(t + y) - [I + ln(t + y)] y 
= (2~ - $p - y) In t - y - (& + y) [ln(t + y) - ln t] 
>, (8~ - Y> ln t - Y - (BP + Y) W’l. 
Hence 
41) + [IP - joA, WY)] lAlnt I e(t)\ dt 
< K4 + (j'?. dG(y)) j" I WI dt 
0 1 
+ (j" (&Y + Y”> dG( y)) jlA t-l I ‘34 dt- 
0 
Letting A --f co, Proposition 3 follows from Proposition 2 and moment assump- 
tions on G. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let G be a probability distribution with bounded density g, 
mean p, second moment v, and fkzite third moment. Let .$ be a boundedforcing func- 
tion with 1 f 1 directly Riemann integrable, t2 1 t(t)1 integrable, and t 1 E(t)1 bounded. 
Let y(t) = 1 - 2p(t + 2p)-l+ h(t) with 0 < y(t) < 1 and h(t) = O(t-les) for 
some 6 > 0. Then for all /I < 1, 
s 
m 
t” I O(t)1 dt < co and 
1 
y-i t@tqt) = 0. 
Proof. Let B denote a finite upper bound for I 0 I and C denote the integral 
of 19 (finite by Proposition 2). The proof of the first conclusion of the proposition 
is by a finite induction. Let y = 4% Inductive statement SI, is that the integral 
of P 1 e(t)] is finite for every /3 satisfying /3 < 1 and max[O, (K - 1) ~1 < /3 < ky. 
By Proposition 2, So is true. Let n > 0, and assume that SI, is true for K < n. 
We show that S,,r is true. If ny > 1, we have already completed the proof of 
this proposition, so let us suppose ny < 1. Let p satisfy ny < p < (n + 1) y. We 
show that P I e(t)1 is integrable on [I, co). 
We multiply Eq. (2.4) through by tB(t + 2~), and integrate both sides from 1 
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to A. Let Kr be the integral from 1 to co of t2 / E(t)1 , and let K, be a constant 
such that [ h(t)1 < K,(t + 2~)-l-~. Thus we have 
<K,+~lAtl+B(]B~*g)(t)dt+K~~AtBB(~B;*g)(t)dt. 
(2.9) 
1 
Let I denote the last integral in (2.9). Noting that /3 - 6 < ny < 1, we have, 
using Fubini’s theorem and a change of variable, 
< Is oA oA (t+ Y)nY I WI if(Y) dt dY 
< II oA (II (tnY + ~‘9 I WI g(y) dt 4 
(2.10) 
< 
.r 
p tnv 1 O(t)1 dt + C(p + 1) = K3 . 
0 
By inductive statement S, , K3 is finite. 
As G has a finite third moment, we see, as A -+ co, 
(1 - G(A)) s” tfl(t + 24 1 e(t)1 dt < Al+“@ + 2~) B(l - G(A)) = o(l). 
1 
Using Fubini’s theorem and a change of variable on the middle integral in (2.9), 
and combining this with the preceding remark and (2.10), we see that (2.9) 
becomes 
O(l) + jAjA [t’(t + 2~) - (f + ~)l+~l I e(t)1 g(y) dt dy < Kl + K3 + K4 
01 (2.11) 
where 
K4 = 
ss ,” o1 (t + Y)‘+’ I WI c?(y) dt 4 < (3 + 2~ + ~123. 
Using a Taylor series expansion, for t 2 1, y 3 0: 
1(t + yy+fi - tl+B - (/3 + 1) Py 1 < @(/I + l)y2. 
Hence 
41) + [2r - (B + 1) jAydy)dy] jA@ I ‘WI dt G K 
0 1 
409/65/2-S 
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follows from (2.11) with K = K1 + Ks + K4 + +/3(/3 + 1) U. Letting A + co, 
it follows that the integral of ts 1 e(t)1 is finite. 
The second part of the proposition follows from the first exactly as Proposi- 
tion 2 implies its corollary. 
3. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS 
The following are lemmas that will be useful in the proof of Theorem 1. The 
reader may wish to omit their proofs on first reading. 
LEMMA 1. Let h be a function continuous and bounded on the closed rectangle 
with vertices i, E + i, l - i, -ifor some E > 0. Let b = b(t) be o(t-l) andpositive. 
Then 
e(b+i”)th(b + iu) du = 0. (3.1) 
In particular, this holds for h the Laplace tranform of an L1 function. 
Proof. The integral in (3.1) can be rewritten as 
(2~)~~ ebt cl:1 eiuth(iu) du + JT1 eiut(h(b + iu) - h(iu)) du) . 
The first integral above goes to zero as t --+ 00 by the Riemann-Lebesque lemma, 
as does the second using the Dominated Convergence Theorem and the con- 
tinuity of h. As eat -+ 1, the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let k(s) be integrable on [0, 00) and, in addition, 1 k(s)\ In s inte- 
grable [l, 00). Then 
h(iy) = ‘(;y) - ~(0) 
iY 
ELl[--1, l] in y, 
where & is the Laplace transform of k. 
Proof. It suffices to show h(iy) EU[O, 11. Splitting the range of integration 
in the Laplace transform, we have 
s1 1 h(iy)l 4 < s1 11 $ I’-’ (eiys - 1) k(s) ds + - dy. (3.2) 
0 0 0 
1 / $ Jrn 
v-1 
11 
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Analyzing the first of the double integrals on the right side of (3.2), we apply 
the Mean Value Theorem, and then iterate the integrals to get: 
s 1 I-I 1l/Y (et”” -;Y 0 1) k(s) ds 0 / dy < 2 jols,“l’ s 1 k(s)1 ds dy 
_ 2 jo~jomin(l~“~) s I k(s)/ dy ds (3.3) 
-5 2 
s 
= 1 k(s)/ ds. 
0 
With the second of the double integrals on the right side of (3.2), denoted .I,, 
we use a change of variables w = sy, a switch in the order of integration, and the 
change of variables .x = wy-r, and an integration by parts. That is, 
12 = J1: 1 Y-~ r (e- - 1) k(wy-l) dw j dy < jo1y-2 jlm 2 1 k ($, j dw dy 
= 2 j- w-l jm 1 k(x)1 dx dw 
1 w 
=jj+c (ln A jm A 1 k(x)1 dx + LA In w 1 k(w)] dw) = jm In w I k(w)1 dw. 
1 
Combining the estimate of I2 and (3.3) in (3.2), the result follows. 
LEMhti 3. Let k and h be as in Lemma 2 and b as inLemma l.Let f be a function 
defined and continuous in the closed right half plane, analytic in the right halfplane, 
and bounded on the imaginary axis. Then 
~+gw-’ j:l e(b+iU)tf(b + iu) h(b + iu) du = 0. (3.4) 
Remark. The Laplace transform of an integrable function satisfies the con- 
ditions on f. 
Proof. For 0 < q < b, let R,, denote the path formed by traversing the 
rectangle formed by b - i, b + i, q + i, q - i in a counterclockwise direction. 
Since k ELM, h is analytic in the right half plane, and hence the integral of 
eztf (z) h(z) over Rbp is zero by Cauchy’s theorem. The integral over the side 
from b - i to b + i is just the integral in (3.4) above, and we will denote it by I. 
Let L, denote the straight line path from b - i to q - i, L, the path from q - i 
to q + i, and L, the path from q + i to b + i. We’ve shown that 
1 = (257-1 (j 
L, 
+ jL, + IL,) @tf(x) h(z) dx. (3.5) 
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In the above we will let q 4 0 and then t + co. For i = 1 or 3, 
lim lim 
IS 
Li. &f(z) h(z) dx < 1’ 1 
t-,m qJ0 
,‘*z di 2(b - q) Mebt jE 1 k(s)1 ds = 0, 
0 
where M is a lower bound for f in the right unit square. Also, using the Domi- 
nating Convergence Theorem on the limit on q, which may be justified by a 
calculation similar to that of Lemma 2, we get: 
‘,lir f&i s, 
s 
’ eZtf (z) h(z) dz = lim lim 
t-cc q10 
e(q+Q’d’tf(q + iy) h(q + ;y) dy 
2 -1 
’ = lim 
s t-m -1 
eQtf(iy) h(iy) dy = 0 
by Lemma 2 and the Riemann-Lebesque lemma. In light of the preceding 
calculation and (3.9, we have proven (3.4). 
LEMMA 4. Let g be a probability density function with finite first moment p, 
and g its Laplace transform. Then if the limit is taken over z with non-negative rea 
pa% 
(a) lim,,, z-l(l - i(z)) exists and equals p. 
Furthermore; if g has a finite second moment v, then 
(b) lim zqo[(l - j(z))-l - (zy)-l] exists and equals &v@, 
(c) lim,,, 2-Q + j’(z)) exists and equaZs v. 
Proof. Let z, be a complex sequence with nonnegative real parts and x, + 0 
as n+ co. Then 
converges to p as the integrand is bounded by an integrable function e2xg(x) 
and goes to xg(x) as n -+ CO. 
Using part (a) and similar arguments, the other parts follow. 
LEMMA 5. Let f and b be as in Lemma 3. Let g be a probability density function 
with mean p”, second moment v, and y2 In yg(y) integrable. Then, with x = b + iu, 
s 1 lim t-tm --1eZtf (x) [(I - j(x))-” (2~ + 2&7(x)) - 2v~-~x-~] da = 0. 
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Proof. Let I denote the integral in the statement of the lemma. We may 
write I as the sum of Ir and I2 where 
I1 = s ’ ezth(x) (2~ + 2$‘(x) [(l - j(x))-’ + x-~~cL-‘] [(l - j(x)))’ - x-lp-l] du -1 
I, = s ’ ezth(x) @x-~[x~~(~~ + 2J’(x)) - 2~1 du -1 
Using Lemma 4, we see that the integrand in I1 is continuous and bounded in the 
rectangle --i, i, 1 + i, 1 - i. Hence by Lemma 1, the limit as t - co of I1 is 
zero. As for I, , we will show that k(y) = ~-~(iy)--l [(iy)-l(2~ + 2j’(iy)) - 2v] is 
in L1[-I, l] in y; the zero limit of I, will then follow as Lemma 3 follows from 
Lemma 2. We see that 
s ’ I f4~)ldy 0 
= &-2 s,’ 1 y-2 6 (1 - e--ivS - iys) s g(s) ds 1 dy 
1 
s I 
Y-1 
< 2PPa o Y-2 I 1 - e--iys - iys j s g(s) ds dy 
0 
+ 2p-2 s1 y-2 jrn 1 I - eciys - iys 1 s g(s) ds dy 
0 71-l 
1 y-1 
< 2e2p-2 ss s3g(s) ds dy + 2~-~ ’ m (2 + z) z g(zy-l) dx dy o o s s o Y-4 1 
where the first estimate 1 1 - e- ins - iys 1 ,< e2y2s2 follows from Taylor’s theorem 
for analytic functions, and in the second integral we have used a change of 
variables z = ys. In each integral above we will reverse the order of integration, 
and in the second use a change of variable w = zy-l, to get: 
.$: 1 k(y)/ dy < 2ezpd2 Romeos-* dy s3g(s) ds + 2p-2 Lrn z-2(x + 2) 1: d-g(w) dw dz 
w”g(w) dw + I z nz-2a)g(z)dx). A ( 2 1 
In the above, we have integrated by parts in the second double integral. This is 
finite by the integrability of y2 In y g(y). 
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4. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 1. Suppose g(y) = O(ye2) is a probability density function of a 
distribution G on [0, 00) with jkite mean CL, Jinite second moment v, y2 In y g(y) 
integrable on (1, co), and a continuous, integrable derivative, bounded at 0. Suppose 
f(t) = o(t-“) is a bounded forcilzg function with t2 In t 1 E(t)1 integrable on (1, co), 
E continuous, and 5 of bounded variation in a neighborhood oft, for each t > 0. Let 0 
denote the unique bounded solution to (1 .l) with y(t) = 1 - 2p(t + 2p)-l. Then 
t y t) +A as t+ oo, where 
A = om [p-Q2 + (VP-~ + 2) s + ~v/L-~] E(s) ds < CQ. 
s 
Proof. We multiply (1.1) through by (t + 2~) and take Laplace transforms 
of both sides, using that the transform of th(t) is minus the derivative of the 
transform of h, and that the transform of a convolution is the product of trans- 
forms. A differential equation for the Laplace transform of B is obtained. Dif- 
ferentiate this equation and simplify to obtained the differential equation 
B”(x) = (1 - j(x))-” [r(x) d(X) + 4(X)] (4.1) 
for Re x > 0, where Y and 4 are given by 
$4 = (2p + 6’(x>>2 + g”(x) (1 - g(x)) + j’(x) (34 + k’(x)), (4.2) 
d”) = c&4 - bm (2P + d’(x>> + @“W - &4%4> (1 - ‘4(x)) 
+ 2’(x) m - &-dw. (4.3) 
As g is continuous and 6’ bounded, g*B is continuous; hence by (1 .I) and hypo- 
theses, 0 is continuous. From this it follows that g*B is differentiable (see, for 
instance, Buck [I, Sect. 3.21) with a derivative bounded on finite intervals. 
Therefore by (l.l), e(t) is of local bounded variation, as is t2e(t), and we may 
apply the Complex Inversion Theorem of Widder ([4, Theorem 7.31) to get 
tze(t) = hh(2+1S” @(l - &>>-” P-(x) d(x) + 441 du (4.4) 
--.4 
where s = b + iu for any b > 0. We will let b = te2 and then let t 4 co, 
analyzing the bihavior of the integral on the right side of (4.4). 
We first show that only the integral from - 1 to + 1 is of any import in (4.4) 
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as t + co. Let IA denote the integral in (4.4) excluding the interval from - 1 to 1. 
Let us write, for x = b + iu, 
2rrI* = 
I 
A 
-A 
ezt(r(x) B(x) + q(x)) [l $ 2&X)] du - I1 - 
-1 
+ (j” A + s-‘) e2t(r(4 &x) + q(x)) [( 1 - j!(~>)-~ - 1 - 2&)] du 
1 -A 
= Jl - J2 + J2 (4.5) 
We will show that 
li+ih~ Ji = 0, i= 1,2,3. (4.6) 
In J1, we insert r and q and expand. As A + co, each term will, by the 
Complex Inversion Theorem, become a convolution of bounded integrable 
terms plus individual O(t) and t2[(t) t erms. Using the appropriate hypotheses, 
the corollary to Proposition 2, and Proposition 2 itself, (4.6) follows for i = 1. 
In the course of proving (4.6) for i = 1, we have shown that the integrand in J2 
can be written in the form eBtL(jr) for k an integrable function. Hence by Lemma 
1, (4.6) follows for i = 2. 
To complete our proof of (4.6), we will show, for arbitrary E > 0, that 
As &iy) is the characteristic function of G as a function of y and G is a continuous 
distribution, / &iy)l < 1 for y # 0, &iy) --f 0 as y ---f co, and &iy) is continuous 
in y. From these properties we can show that, there exists y > 0 such that for 
all t sufficiently large and all 0 ,< w < b = te2 and 1 u 1 3 1, 1 j(w + iu)i < 
I - 4~. Denote the integrand in Ja by e%(x). Using moment properties of g 
and f and Proposition 2, we see that r(x) 8(x) + q(x) is bounded by a constant 
Kr in the closed right half plane, and with the preceding remark, that m(w + iu) 
is bounded by a constant Ka for all 0 < w < b and j u 1 3 1, at least for t 
sufficiently large. 
Let M be a large positive number, then for t sufficiently large, with x = b + iu, 
1 j-L e%.$x) du 1 < 8K2y-2 I,: j 3 - 2&c)\ j &z)j” du < K3 f,A u-~ du 
= K2( - A-l + M-l) < E 
provided M was chosen sufficiently large. That 1 g(x)] < Ku-l follows directly 
from Feller [2, Lemma 4, Sect, XV.41. Finally sr e%$x) du -+ 0 as t -+ co 
since sf: e%w(iu) du does by the Riemann-Lebesque lemma and the remainder 
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by the continuity of m and the Dominated Convergence Theorem. This com- 
pletes the proof of (4.7). 
In light of (4.5) and (4.6), it follows from (4.4) that 
9-2 t?(t) = lml(2”)’ sf, ezt(l - j(x))-” [Y(X) d(x) + q(x)] du (4.8) 
with, as usual, x = b + iu. 
Let us write a for d(O) = sr e(t) dt. Using the definition (4.2) of Y(X), we 
may write, 
cwl j:l ezt&x) r(x) (1 - d(x))-” du 
(4.9) 
where 
= (2a)-l j:l ext 3v~p-~x-~ du + ‘f (271.)-l j:l estf(x) du 
i=l 
f&v) = 3v(8(x) - u) p-%-1, 
A 
f&v) = 8(x) (6”(x) - v) p-k+, 
f&d = 4x) d”(x) [Cl - d(x)>-’ - (+-‘I, 
f&) = B(x) 274p + g’(x)) p-2x-1, 
f&e) = 6(x) (2p + &)) [(2p + 2&y(x)) (1 - j(x))-” - 2vx-r&q. 
By Proposition 3 and hypothesis on g, respectively, we may apply Lemma 3 to 
the i = 1 and i = 2, 4 integrals in (4.9) to get that their limit as t + CO is 0. 
Using Lemma 4, the integrand in the i = 3 integral is bounded, hence by 
Lemma 1 it goes to 0 as t ---f co. Finally Lemma 5 may be applied to the i = 5 
integral in (4.9). 
Let ca = f(O), cr = l’(O), ca = t”(O). I n an analogous argument to that 
following (4.9), we may prove that 
?+c j-1 e”tp(x) (1 - g(x))-” du = p+z I1 eztcx-lp-l du (4.10) 
-1 
where c = c2 + (2q-l - 2~) ci - 4vc, . Combining the results from the 
analysis of (4.9) and (4.10) in (4.8), we conclude 
lj~ @Q(t) = A li+i(27r)-1 j:l e%rl du 
where A is the sum of 3vap-l and q-l. That this is the “A” in the statement of 
the theorem will be proved by Lemma 6 to follow. 
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The proof will be concluded by showing that the limit on the right side of 
(4.11) is one. First we note that the integral is the complex integral of z-rezt along 
the straight line curve from b - i to b + i. We shift this to a contour r that 
follows the straight line paths from b - i to b - a(t) i, b - a(t) i to 
--y(t) - a(t) i, +t) - a(t) i to +# - o(t) i, -tr(t) - a(t) i to b + a(t) i, 
and b + a(t) i to b + i, where a(t) = t-l log t, y(t) = t-l log(log t). In shifting 
the original path to r, by the Cauchy Integral Formula, we pick up a residue of 
1 at 0. But as t -+ co the integrals over the straight line paths defining r go to 
zero, as follows. Let L, , L, , and L, denote the first three paths constituting r. 
(Arguments for the fourth and fifth paths would be analogous to the second and 
first, respectively.) 
s-le~t&I = Iebtj~~tie”t(b+iu)-ld~j 
= ebt 
eit 
1 it(b - i~~~(T~~, + Sa,, eiutt-l(b + iu)-2 du I 
< ebt(t-l + (h(t))-l + t-l(a(t)-l - 1)) 
= 2ebt(log t)-l --f 0 as t+co. 
IS z-lezt dz L2 I = 1 jJyI, (z - ia(t) exp{t(x - ia( dz I 
< (b + y(t)) ebt(4W1 
< 2ebt log(log t)/log t + 0 as t--t 03. 
IS 
z-le”t dz = 
La 
/ 1 j::::, (--y(t) + i,~ exptt(--y(t) + iz)> dz 1 
< 24) (rW1 expt--ty(t)l 
= 2/log(log t) --t 0 as t+co. 
LEMMA 6. With hypotheses and notation as in Theorem 1, 
a = 2c, - ~-~c~ . 
Proof. Multiply Eq. (1.1) through by (t + 2~) and integrate from 0 to A. 
We get 
s oA (t + 2P) O(t) dt = j’ t o ( + 2~) 5(t) dt +j’ t jt e(t - y> g(y) 4 dt 0 0 
= f" (t + &L) t(t) dt + j^j" (t + Y) ‘4t)g(y> dt dy + RA 
‘0 0 0 
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the latter equality using Fubini’s theorem and a change of variables. But 
+ F A (G(A) - G(A - t)) t 1 O(t)1 dt ‘0 
r= oA(1) f ; [G(A) - G ($1 joAl I e(t)1 dt 
+ sup 
AIP<t<A 
1 e(t)\ IA’2 (1 - G(x)) dx = oA(1). 
0 
Following the line of reasoning in Proposition 2, we get 
1 “s A (2~ - Y) ‘W) g(y) dt 4 + o(l) = j-A (t + 2~) i?(t) dt + R, . 
0 0 0 
Letting A + CO, the lemma follows. 
5. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
THEOREM 2. Let t and g be as in Theorem 1 and y and h as in Proposition 4. 
Suppose also that G has a jinite third moment and that h is continuous and of 
local bounded variation. Let 0 denote the unique bounded solution to (1.1). Then 
(a) There exists -co < A < co such that t28(t) -+ A as t + CO. 
(b) If t(t) > 0 for all t and the sets {t: y(t) > 0} and {t: (*g(t) > 0} have 
non-empty intersection, then A > 0. 
Proof of (a). Let ~9, denote the unique bounded solution to (1.1) when y(t) 
is replaced by 1 - 2p(t + 2p)-l. By Theorem I, 3 - CO < A, < CO such 
that t2eo(t) + A, as t -+ CO. Let e,(t) = e(t) - B,(t). We see that (?I satisfies the 
following integral equation: 
W> = h(t) P*d 0) + [l - 2dt + W1l (0, *A W (5.1) 
This is of the form of (1.1) with tl(t) = h(t) (Bug) (t). We will see that t1 satisfies 
the conditions on [ in Theorem 1. Let M be a finite number such that 
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j h(t): < &&-” for all t > 1, and B a finite upper bound for 1 e(t)] . First we 
see that, 
I A t2 In t j el(t)l dt 1 
A 
.< M I 
t/2 
tl-b In t 
1 IS s 
+ t 
0 ti2 
I O(t - Y)l g(y) dvJ 
Al2 A--I 
< MM1 s s (t + YY” I e(t)1 g(y) dt dr 0 v 
+ AL% jlA tl-Blnt(l-G(~))dt 
< MM1 
ss 
m OcI (tl-S’2 + ~l-~‘~) / f(t)1 g(y) dt dy + 4MBMlv < co 
0 0 
by hypotheses and Proposition 4. (M, is chosen so In t < MItsj2.) Second, 
letting c denote the integral of / O(t)] , we note that 
which is zero by hypothesis and Proposition 4. Since h and t’*g are continuous, 
so is El . Finally B*g is differentiable and h is of local bounded variation, hence 
tl is of local bounded variation. Thus we can apply Theorem 1 to e1 , the solution 
of (5.1), to conclude that there exists -CO < A, < 00 such that t26,(t) --+ A, as 
t--f co. The theorem follows. 
Proof of (b). First note that if the forcing function in (1.1) is non-negative, 
the solution 6’ must be also, as the approximating solutions in Proposition 1 
must be non-negative. Hence, under the additional assumptions of part (b), 
the constant ,4 from part (a) is non-negative. Suppose A = 0. Let A,, A, , Bo, 
and 0, be as in the proof of part (a), and let P(s) denote the polynomial part of the 
integrand defining A. 
As all the functions involved are continuous, we know there is an interval 
[c, d] on which y(t) > 0 and ([*g) (t) > 0. We may assume c > 0. Define 
y2(t) = 1 - 2p(t + 2~) + h,(t), where h,(t) is equal to h(t) on [0, c] and [d, co), 
to h(t) - Kt-l-s on [c + l , d - l ], linear in t-l-“. Pick E = (d - c)/4 and K >0 
so that 0 < y2(t) < 1 for all t. Let e2 denote the unique bounded solution to 
(1.1) with y2 in place of y. Note 02(t) is non-negative. 
We see that (0 - 0,) (t) solves the integral equation 
(0 - 02) 0) = (h(t) - h2(tN P*g) (t) + At) (V - 02)” g> (9. 
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As the forcing function is non-negative, (0 - 0,) (t) 3 0. Applying (the proof of) 
part (a) of this theorem, we get as t --f CO, 
t2(e - e,> (9 - 1’ f’(s) (4s) - h,(4) (fl*g) (4ds + lrn P(s) 444 (e*g) (4ds 
0 0 
d--r 
-A,> 
s 
> 0 
C+E 
as e*g > [*g. But then 
Ei t2e2(t) = t2 tze(t) - i im t2(e - 0,) (t) = 0 - A, < 0 t-cc 
in contradiction to the non-negativity of 8, . 
Therefore A > 0. 
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